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C A S E  S T U D Y

Interactive, online video training has made a big difference for
T4 Music Mentor and its clients.

Hitting the Right Notes

Learning to play a musical instrument is a complicated process. Both grade school students 
and adults find the combination of theory, discovery, and daily practice challenging. But 
when it’s taught well, the rewards are great.

Mark Dooly has been teaching others to play for about 28 years. In the early 2000s, in an 
attempt to write a music method book, he discovered that text alone was not sufficient to 
teach his visualization and ear training approach. “If this was going to work, it needed video to 
go along with it,” he said.

Dooly joined up with Ray Gore and instrument 
dealer Williamson Music 1st, which also provides 
live lessons to music students of all ages. To sup-
plement these lessons, they began to explore the 
possibilities of video. “We wanted a video method 
to be the next best thing to a private lesson.”

“We wanted a video 
method to be the next 
best thing to a private 
lesson.”

 – Mark Dooly, T4 Music Mentor
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“Most method books are a series of note reading exercises,” he continued. “That's not how 
music was designed to be read. It's like teaching someone how to read a book through letter 
recognition. I’m teaching students to visualize scales and chords like words in a book. Once 
they’ve learned to recognize and ‘spell’ these, so to speak, they can shift their focus from the 
notes to the rhythm, where it belongs. They learn what ‘words’ go together, so there’s a
predictability as to what scales and arpeggios are probably going to be present. As you
practice, you start recognizing larger and larger groups of music.”

Groups 1 and 4 were at the top and bottom of performance rankings, respectively, as Dooly 
had expected. However, Group 3 (classroom plus video reinforcement only) finished a
surprising second place, only narrowly behind Group 1 (classroom plus live lessons and video). 
Clearly, online video practice reinforcement was a powerful force behind effective music 
learning.

As an added factor, those who performed well using T4 videos alone were also very likely to 
sign up for live lessons the following year. 

Dooly began researching the impact of video on learning performance. He divided students 
into four groups:

Students whose classroom instruction was supplemented with live, in-person 
lessons and the use of T4 videos for practice reinforcement

Those who received classroom instruction supplemented by live lessons, but no 
video practice reinforcement

Those who received classroom instruction supplemented by online video practice 
reinforcement, but no live lessons

Those who received classroom instruction only
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The Value
Of Video
Classroom music students that 
used supplemental online video 
for practice reinforcement 
outperformed those who used 
supplemental live lessons alone 
- and vastly outperformed those 
who relied solely on classroom 
instruction



“With instructional video, 
the teacher can explain 
what a music student is 
supposed to be doing 
when they’re practicing a 
certain exercise.” 

“Online video practice 
reinforcement was a 
powerful force behind 
effective music learning.”

Viewing music as a language is at the heart of Dooly’s approach, but narrative alone is not 
sufficient as a teaching method. “With instructional video, the teacher can explain what a 
music student is supposed to be doing when they’re practicing a certain exercise,” he said. 
“That’s what’s been missing from method books before now.” After an unsuccessful attempt to 
provide this service through a conventional online video service, Dooly and his colleagues 
turned to Viddler. Together, they created a video learning portal based on the “trading fours” 
(T4) music technique: the T4 Music Mentor. 

Subscribers to a particular instrument have access to a recommended curriculum menu of 
videos. Each one features the teacher playing a particular sequence, with the music 
appearing above, so the student can play along. Instruction and practice videos can be 
combined as assignments, with email notifications sent to subscribed students.

have now, someone can learn to play an instrument using only these pre-recorded videos,” 
Dooly remarked. 

The portal puts this theory into practice, offering 
targeted music exercises using Dooly’s and 
Gore’s method. Several different instructors, 
each an expert in a particular  instrument, 
contribute their own courses. Although 
designed to work in conjunction with live 
lessons, the site can provide comprehensive 
learning for online subscribers. “With what we 

Clearly, this is only the beginning. “Before 
Viddler, we hosted videos on a separate site, so 
we could not even do things like search,” Dooly 
said. “Now we have so much more capability for 
things like mobile playback, and even 

CREATING THE RIGHT VIDEO EXPERIENCE

The use of video in the T4 portal has highlighted the importance of practice reinforcement for 
Dooly’s students. “With the ‘play along’ videos, the student is getting immediate feedback,” he 
noted. “But the real benefit is that practice happens immediately after instruction. If a student 
learns something new, and they don’t practice that within 24 hours—say, before they go to 
sleep that night—they’re only going to retain about ten percent. The T4 video portal has had a 
direct, positive impact on the habit of practicing.” 

performance contests. We can also include  documents, so students can print out the music 
for a particular lesson.” He’s now looking forward to using Viddler’s advanced features, 
including adding in-line questions to a video.

For both music students and teachers, the Viddler approach to online video training seems to 
be hitting all the right notes.

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT


